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Abstract: MANETs have specific features that can satisfy the mobility and heterogeneous requirement of the smart environment. Smart applications need high Mobility, Bandwidth, Reliability and less Packet Loss and Delays; therefore, it is important to provide good Quality of Service (QoS) in such applications. So there is a dire need of identifying and exploring the relevant protocols that may be adapted for IoT enabled the smart environment. The routing protocols in smart environments are accountable for connectivity among nodes, fairness, quality of service, etc. Protocol & path selection is the main strategies to design any mobile network. The chosen protocol must have the best in term of data integrity and data delivery. Hence the analysis of the protocols become an essential step. This paper presents various security and safety-related issues of MANET-IoT system, and also advocate the requirement of enhancing routing protocols in a smart environment. In this research, a new enhanced cache update technique is introduced in MANET protocol to make it enable for the upcoming smart environment. The enhanced algorithm helps to detect the malicious node and remove the stale route present in the network, no matter which traffic mode is used and in which direction nodes are moving. Cache is upgraded in such manner that all nodes in the way are notified about the misbehaving node and its adjacent neighbors’ nodes will not use misbehaving node while searching for the route. Here the analysis has been done taking a various number of nodes. Packet Delivery and Packet Lost are two key parameters taken for analysis purpose.

Index Terms: AODV, IoT Applications, MANET, Routing Protocol, Security Requirements, Smart City.

I. INTRODUCTION

The smart environment provides a smart solution and provides a good quality of life to its citizens. It provides a society that is invisibly and richly interwoven with displays, actuators, sensors, embedded seamlessly in everyday things to our lives and provides a sustainable and clean environment. Significant growth in communication technologies has led to smart environment things/objects to interact with each other while ensuring network connectivity. However, these communication technologies can't provide flawless connectivity in the smart environment due to the emergence of millions of devices due to their heterogeneity and distinct behavior, which pose different, kinds of challenges. The smart environment is a combination of IoT and MANET technologies. The interaction between MANET with IoT (Internet of Things) creates a new MANET-IoT system. These systems provide better mobility for users and reduce the implementing costs of the network. IoT is a promising technology in today's modern age. This technology increases rapidly as an auspicious trend towards connecting physical gadgets. Basically, IoT provides a scheme so that the deva ices can be intermingled together or with end users by organizing a system of related things [1]. Along with easy-deployable MANET and low-cost WSN, the smart environment offers new opportunities. The current improvements in the MANET help to communicate without the energetic creation and pre-defined setup of the network, joining several IoT based presentation domains in smart town’s displays large wins. Internet of Things and Ubiquitous Computing are a promising technology in the modern age and therefore it is compulsory to provide a high-level security mechanism for such advanced Technologies. Many people in the world use the internet for different purposes like accessing social networking sites, animation, online games, downloading videos and audio files, emailing extra. MANET has the ability to set up a network during the short-term and crisis period without any infrastructure. Unification of MANET and IoT will surely provide better results in a real context. A huge number of emerging application areas are utilizing constrained devices in a heterogeneous sensor network. One such area is the smart environment (Internet of Things) which enables various resource constraints devices to communicate in the network. Limited memory, low power, limited processing ability, and low-performance cost is a limitation to these devices. The smart environment demands high privacy and data security in sensor network where a large number of sensor nodes are communicating their private data. And this is possible through developing efficient MANET routing protocols in a smart environment. A number of low cost and low energy sensor nodes are involved in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). These nodes communicate via wireless links at a short distance. For such a platform, regular algorithms may incur very high power consumption. Sensor networks connect numerous sensors to a central hub. Batteries or solar panels run these sensors. To provide high security and privacy, secure solutions must be used.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Prompt interaction and communication among smart devices have been achieved in a highly dynamic and mobile environment. And all this has only been possible due to the emergence of MANET equipped IoT technology. Handshaking of IoT and MANETs play an important role in many advanced and challenging application like monitoring and logistics, controlling, traffic management, smart cities, etc. Authors in [2] reported that MANET can be considered as a self-arranged and self-organized class of mobile nodes in a dynamic network. Wireless Sensor Network and MANET are the main bases for smart cities and IoT applications. An enhanced solution is given in [3] to put together the collaborative network construction of WSN and the MANET on-demand network development skills for smart area information excavating in a smart environment. A smart home system based on DSDV and AODV protocols in MANET are shown paper [4]. Jitendra Pandey et al. [5] presented a new scheme to heal the link failure problem in routing. And presented mobile power aware stable nodes for the smart environment and they have proposed a self-healing structure for smart city network. Authors have modified AODV to fix the network protocol. Virtual nodes concept has been used. Virtual nodes help in reconstruction phase by the quick selection of a new route. The power conditions of the nodes considered to be available to select virtual nodes. Information about members of virtual nodes and power status is maintained by the individual route tables. When a new route is required, the condition of power is checked and the path is established. When link rupture is detected the node does broadcast a hope data to the adjacent neighbor. The link disconnection information is specified by the data header node and request has been made for the alternate routing. Once the data is received the alternate route is created through the virtual nodes by checking stability and power conditions and the last one hope neighbor route initiates the maintenance phase. For simulation and NS 2.34 has been used. Plans have been created for both UDP and TCP with a similar number of connections. Authors in [6] said that a smart environment provides an innovative way of managing different components like buildings, homes, health, transportation, etc. Effective data management requires new techniques and methods to produce information that is important in utilizing and management of resources intelligently and dynamically. A multi-level architecture of smart environment has also been presented by the authors that were inspired by semantic web technologies and Dumpster Shafer uncertainty. According to Villanovan [7], MANETs are useful in a home environment like an office, buildings, hospitals, etc. Smart building networks are quality of service architecture oriented framework which is adaptive and context-aware. The effect of various packet dropping attacks (Great hole, Blackhole, Selfish) in MANET is shown in the paper [8]. The result showed that such packet dropping attacks have adverse effects on the performance of the T-MANET protocol, and it can worsen in a highly dynamic environment. Attacks cause more energy consumption, the higher end to end delay and more packet drop with less output. In paper [9] authors discussed various techniques for secure routing in IoT devices for the mobile ad-hoc network. They have mentioned various research challenges in this field. Thebig, Mnoorul [10] has done an analysis of various protocols in MANET and IoT. In paper [11] various routing schemes have been categorized according to On-Demand and Table Driving Strategies and comparison have been drawn. On the basis of this comparison, we can easily conclude in which situation, which protocol is suited and MANET and IoT enabled smart environment is also discussed here. In paper [12] an extensive literature survey is done by authors to identify the various gaps of present MANET protocols and shown the basic security requirement. They have drawn attention towards protocol enhancement requirement in the network and showed that up to now most of the work is done in a small area. Paper [13] presented the route cache update technique. Various quality of service parameters was taken for evaluation. And the new technique has improved the performance of dynamic source routing protocol up to 30 percentage. In [14] the author proposed a new EDSR protocol for MANET. And implementation works showed the performance by taking less number of nodes in the network and showed as the number of nodes increases performance decreases. They discussed the problem of Energy Efficiency while designing the routing protocols. In [15] authors evaluated the role of MANET in IoT. They have taken a case scenario for the smart environment. Within their article, they offered MANET state-of-art review, radio frequency identification, near field communication, wireless sensor Network, and protocols as a mean to show their applicability towards IoT. In [16] authors proposed the technique of safe- weighted clustering routing and Energy Efficiency for an internet of things system using the interaction of WSN and MANET routing principles.

III. SECURITY PROCEDURES

The security aspect of IoT is a major challenging issue because lots of different objects are networked and organized here. Research shows that IoT network may have lots of attacks like Denial-of-Service, Android Malware, Spam, Web-Based Malware and the others attack. Hence there is a need to develop a protected structure for data transmission [17]. Validity, accessibility, and non-repudiation are the primary conditions of the wireless network framework. Confidentiality is a key parameter that ensures that our information reaches the right source. Honesty is also one of the main features of security. Scheming safe and enabled routing protocols for MANET is the main function, but the network pathway is very important in preserving evidence and security. Different authentic practices are used to provide protection for routing material during transmissions. During hope to hope conduction, security protocols are surrounded by a routing mechanism to confirm and authenticate packets.
All intermediate nodes are necessary to complete and verify the digital signature attached to the dispatch packets. IoT network system used in combat fields uses various MANET techniques for communication [18]. Figure 1 specifies the dependency on the security functions implemented at the connection point of MANET and IoT. The high-security mechanism should be used on these junction points to investigate cyber-attacks and therefore preparing good routing protocols is necessary for the interactive MANET system [19].

Some “Should Have” Features of Routing Protocols in Smart Network are shown below:

- When locating a route between initial to the goal node, various Quality of Service parameters such as node battery life, delay, data rate should be considered.
- While changing topology, there should be minimal overhead.
- When the path gets invalid, there should be some mechanism to provide the quick establishment of a path in the system.
- Consider the optimal path instead of the shortest route when an application needs quality of service such as packet Losses, an end to end delay, bandwidth, etc. to send packets from initial to the goal node.
- There should be a mechanism which automatically finds another way to send packets when the primary path fails during the changing topology.
- Develop protocols, which are capable to handle high mobility conditions.
- The routing protocol may need to implement security to protect against attack.

Enhancements should be done in such a way that the protocol can fix routing if the link fails. Based on the concept of self-treatment, the technology will help in creating an adaptive system, which provides functionality despite the possibility of disaster [21].

**Figure 1: Interdependence Security features in IoT & MANET**

**IV. THE REQUIREMENT OF ENHANCING ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN SMART ENVIRONMENT**

We have observed some limitations in existing MANET routing protocols [12] [20]. Reducing the routing protocols problems will develop a secure, efficient and better application in a smart environment.

- Most of the existing MANET protocols forward hello packets or acknowledgment between nodes which enhances the delay and load on the system.
- Most of the routing protocols are unable to find the optimal path between sources to a destination.
- Link reliability is not concerned at all, such as node battery lifetime, loads delay, bandwidth, etc. and hence these routes are not sufficient for data delivery between source to the goal node.
- They exert more loads on the node in terms of power consumption, processing power, and memory size.
- Only one path is defined, however, if, the main part fails then protocol requires another path, which will consume extra cost, power and time.
- They try to choose the shortest route from initial to the goal node, but when the shortest route is congested at that time there should be some mechanism to choose the longer but efficient route.
- Existing routing protocol not covers all problems such as delay, data drop, more overhead, etc.
- The issue of adaptation according to dynamically changing topology [11].

**V. AD HOC ON-DEMAND DISTANCE VECTOR ROUTING IN SMART ENVIRONMENT**

MANET is a special type of wireless network in a smart environment. It does not have any infrastructure or base station. Every node is acting as a router. If any node wants to send data to somebody, it receives the data and forwards like a router. This type of networks is used in emergencies cases, where we cannot go for constructing any fixed infrastructure [22]. In MANET, routing is a difficult task. The basic two types of routing are Proactive and Reactive routing. In proactive, every node keeps on updating its own routing tables regularly at a periodic interval. The benefit is that the routing table shows the latest information but the major disadvantage is all the nodes are battery operated, a battery of every individual node is wasted even though there is no data transfer. In reactive protocols, Route Discovery process starts only when it needs to send data [23]. AODV protocol is reactive routing protocol, designed to control the bandwidth used by data utilized in MANET, by preventing the periodically updating packets used in the proactive routing protocol. This protocol provides self-starting, dynamic and multi-hop routing in the network [24]. This only search the way when it has to send data. The purpose of this protocol is to reduce the traffic overload. It detects route whenever necessary and needed. It enables mobile nodes to respond to link breakages in the system in a timely manner.
Here nodes do not contain any information of neighbor nodes and they work separately. Instead, all nodes contain information about the predefined path through which data can be sent to the target node. Route creation and maintenance are two important steps here. When a node needs to transmit a packet, it first checks the routing table, whether the valid & fresh path is available or not. If a path is available, then RREQ (Route request) is transmitted to all neighbors. RREQ received by all its neighbors. Every node whoever receives the route request message does few things, first it check whether the ID is new or not, if it is new then neighbors node check whether the destination address matches with its own address or not, if it matches then it give reply, if the address does not match & RREQ is new message then broadcast that message further that is called flooding. This protocol maintains a sequence number for a fresh route and keeps table entries according to fresh route information [25]. The main difference between DSR and AODV is that in AODV, the source node & the middle node will store the next hop information but in DSR every outgoing packet will have complete route information from the source to the destination.

VI. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The cache route concept is used by the On-Demand Routing Protocol to make routing decisions, but generally, these routes become stale due to node mobility in the network. Packets are often lost through stale routes. The surrounding nodes get easily corrupted by the malicious node and therefore we are enhancing the basic AODV algorithm. The algorithm consists of two phases: 1) Route Discovery 2) Detection of malicious node & routing table update algorithm.

A. Route Discovery algorithm (Sx, Ix, Dx)

- Designate the Source node as ‘Sx’, Intermediate node as ‘Ix’, Destination node as ‘Dx’.
- RREQ is forwarded as source routing. AODV protocol is followed.
- If ‘Sx’ is equal to ‘Dx’ we return "success".
- Else node ‘Sx’ will broadcast the message to all neighbors and get load and response time.
- Search node with less cost and less load called that node ‘Ix’.
- If Reply status of ‘Ix’ is "true" we set it as the current node and route is established.

B. Detection of malicious node & table update algorithm

- Set Delay Period (d) of mobile host = C*(H-1+1-n), Where C is a small constant delay, ‘H’ provide the number of hops need to deliver data and n is a random number from 0 to 1.
- If a node sends data after a delay time, that particular node fails & is temporarily blocked. The number of hops replied the host has less length than a requirement.
- Misbehaving node (In) is either in terms of a broken link or in case of an attack on it.
- Node ‘Jm’ detect the failure node and request to block this node.
- Routing table entries are updated and Reply status of the misbehaving node is set as "No" so the neighbor’s node does not use it as a part of the network.

If a node does not deliver data within hop time, the node will be treated like a misbehaving node and it will have a low packet delivery ratio and high packet drop rate. And this misbehaving node is temporarily blocked. Each node keeps the necessary information for cache updates in the cache table. Tables are upgraded in such manner that all nodes in the way are notified about the misbehaving node and its adjacent neighbors’ nodes will not use misbehaving node while searching for the route.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We carried out a simulation on mobile Ad Hoc Network by using ns2. It gives a highly modular platform for wireless and wired simulations supporting different routing types, traffic, protocols, network elements. It contains the NAM (network animator) tool. NAM is used for visualization. Trace graph tool is used for plotting graph & it is supported by Mac OS, UNIX, and Linux.

Packet Delivery Ratio: It is the ratio of the total received packets by the receiver, to the total sent packet by the sender. It shows the correctness and completeness of the routing protocol.

Packet lost Ratio: The ratio of total lost packets to total sent packets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ns-2 Version</td>
<td>ns-2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Type</td>
<td>Wireless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Protocol</td>
<td>AODV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>25,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Model</td>
<td>Antenna/OmniAntenna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac Type</td>
<td>802.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Agent</td>
<td>CBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link layer type</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation Mode</td>
<td>TwoRayGround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment Size</td>
<td>800*800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface queue</td>
<td>Queue/DropTail/PriQueue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Model</td>
<td>Random Waypoint Model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The graph for 25 nodes
Fig 2 shows Packet received for 25 nodes of Enhance AODV

Fig 3 Shows packet lost for 25 nodes of the Enhance AODV

2. The graph for 50 nodes

Fig 4 shows packet received for 50 nodes of the Enhance AODV

Fig 5 shows packet lost for 50 nodes of the Enhance AODV

Fig 6 shows the comparison for Packet Received for 25 Nodes with Basic AODV and Enhance AODV

Fig 7 shows a comparison of Packet lost for 25 Nodes with Basic AODV and Enhance AODV
Fig 8 shows a comparison of Packet Received for 50 Nodes with Basic AODV and Enhance AODV

Fig 9 shows a comparison of Packet lost for 50 Nodes with Basic AODV and Enhance AODV

Fig 10 shows packet received for 25, 50, nodes of the basic AODV and enhance AODV

Fig 11 shows packet lost for 25, 50, nodes of the basic AODV and enhance AODV

VIII. CONCLUSION

Reducing the Routing Protocols problems will develop a secure, efficient and better application in a smart environment. In this context, a thorough study and analysis have been done about the safety aspects of IoT- MANET technology. With this kind of analysis, the requirement for the development of more intelligent, challenging and secure routing protocols on the intersection of Lot and MANETs will definitely be encouraged. After extensive literature survey, we realized that there are lots of security problems like Packet Loss, Frequent Disconnection, Short Battery Lifetime, More Overhead, Issue of Adaptation, Power Consumption Problem, Security Implementation, etc. We have to develop such protocols that allow sufficient coupling between devices and on the other hand are extremely efficient in the use of communication. We have presented the requirements for enhancing routing protocols in a smart environment. We have introduced a new enhanced cache update technique in MANET. The technique enables AODV to adapt according to topology changes. It reduces the packet drop ratio and improves the packet delivery ratio in the network. The enhanced algorithm helps to detect the malicious node and remove the stale route present in the network.
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